GROUP HEARS WRISTON AT CONVENTION

Science in a Liberal Education

The aim of man is to live with a scale of values. To that scale science may make rich contributions, and the place of science is in a liberal education," said Dr. Henry M. Wright, president of Lawrence College, to open the science division of the Wisconsin State Teachers' convention held in Milwaukee yesterday.

In giving the definition of the three terms: education, "liberal," and "graduate," Dr. Wright said that education is the acquisition and improvement of a scheme of values, that the liberal program encompasses those values that are basic in the maintenance of human life, and that science is the symbolic representation of observed physical phenomena.

Edward A. Antell, University of Chicago, gave his address. "I regard no antagonism between a liberal education and vocational efficiency," he said at the outset. "There is sheer stupidity for education to neglect the fact that man must live by bread, and it is equal stupidity to limit that to be by bread alone."

"Whatever the vagaries of the past, the liberal education today represents the formal discipline, the idea that there is one set of mental criticisms which can satisfy all needs for intellectual culture. It requires, equally, the opposite failure that man can only use those specific skills which have been specifically taught," he said.
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The speaker defined what he conceived to be the intentions of his institution in education and reported the attempts to apply the scientific approach to "experimentations and so hard becam-
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Symphonic Band Next On Series

Bohmir Kryl and Band To Present Program Thursday, Nov. 10 at Chapel

Bohmir Kryl and his renamed symphonic band will appear on Thursday evening, Nov. 10, at the Lawrence Moravian Chapel as part of the Community series. With him will appear Mr. Joseph L. May, members of the Prague Opera Orchestra in Chicago. Mr. May, a graduate of the Lawrence College, spoke briefly of the program and the intimacy of the concerts, which are always scheduled on the condition that the great standards of the concert are preserved, and the earth of Kryl and his band have a unique represen-


tation throughout the whole city. His ambition is to fill the needs of art appreciation and to set the trend of general standards of the art of music, and to spare Kryl and his band to be synonymous with the best in the art world.

The program of Bohmir Kryl reads like a chapter from about a hundred concert classics. The 27 years, Kryl appears as concert pianist in the Winter Theatre of Berlin. When he was 16 Kryl began his career of public ar
tist. In the Spring of this year, he was in America by means of his violin. It is of no music artists; however, but his concert with the concert, with which he is able to play to the music lovers without any other literary coincidences.

Prior to organizing his own band 27 years ago, Kryl appeared as concert pianist in the Winter Theatre of Berlin. When he was 16 Kryl began his career of public concert artist. In the Winter Theatre of Berlin. When he was 16 Kryl began his career of public concert artist.
Without a doubt, the Campus Forum meeting held last night was one of the most interesting in the history of the group. A large crowd gave undivided attention to the speeches by the three professors in the economics department. During the discussion following the addresses, however, some rather unfortunate and unnecessary remarks were made, which, while uttered in the spirit of an innocent attitude of amusement on the part of the audience, in all, small thanks were shown in return for the work of the speakers.

It must be remembered that originally the meeting was to take the form of a debate between a Democrat and a Republican. Not one professor on the faculty could be found who was willing to discuss the Republican side. Consequently in a gesture of interest and in an attempt to aid the students in their thinking along political lines, the economics professors offered to give their time and their efforts. In the light of these circumstances their action was commendable. Furthermore it was agreed that the discussion of ECONOMIC ISSUES would be non-partisan. Any way or any portion of the speeches was along partisan lines is another question. The point is that sound economic theory militates against many of the policies of the Republicans. Therefore, it was as reasonable that some explanations would appear to be anti-Republican when in reality they were meant to be such.

The first speaker in his introduction made clear the preconceptions which the speakers, as a group, held. Tactfully he opened the way for criticism of the Republican party without opening himself to attack. Therefore criticism of statements other than those concerning economic matters, upon the basis that those statements should not have been given because of prior agreements, was slightly unjust and unnecessary.

After all the meeting was held for the students' benefit, and they actually did receive ample returns. It is as a commentary on such un oferta tolerance and gratification when a statement such as the following was justly made.—"We hoped that when you come, you wouldn't have reason behind.''

FUNS ARE FUNS

It seems that it would not be amiss at this time to dip into our Oliver Wendell Holmes and bring forth a few words of adumbration pertaining to one of the favorite sports of Law College students.

"Do you mean to say that the pun question is not clearly settled in your minds? Let us lay down the law upon that subject. Life and language are alike sacred. Homilies and verbiles—that is, violent treatment of a word with fatal results to its legitimate meaning, which in its life—are alike forbidden. Manzannah, which is the meaning of the one, is the same as man's laughter, which is the end of the other. A pun is praxis and inhum to the person you are talking with. It implies utter indifference or or sublime contempt for his remarks, no matter how serious. I speak of total deracry, and one says all that is written on the subject is despicable."
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GIVE DINNER
Zeta Tau Alpha alums and pledges will give a dinner in their sorority room Tuesday night.

Visit Fraternity
Frances Baker, '32, and Anna Maurenschneider, '32, visited Alpha Phi Omega sisters over the weekend.

Promotions
Promotions
Barney Royer and Eleanor Hardish, both '32, visited Sigma Alpha Iota sisters during the week.

Initiation
Pat '31 O'meara announced the initiation of Harry Larson, '32, Ramona, on Wednesday night.

 Gast At Dinner
Dr. Louis C. Baker was a dinner guest at the Phi Chi Omega house Monday night.

Visits
A B. P.
(Continued on page 4)

Dorothy Fenton Speaks on Teachers' Convention

Miss Dorothy Fenton, reference librarian, spoke before the library section of the Wisconsin Teachers' association at the Milwaukee convention yesterday morning, "Making the Most of the High School Library." The theme of her speech was urging the teachers to use the library.
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Rotary, or are eager to cooperate. A reference team. It gave to Stevens Point. The freshman when Vine Batha, the Carroll men showed plenty of spirit in scrim.

Social Law and Insurance

Discussion By Dr. Rager

(Continued from page 1)

which are divisions of the unemployment system. Dr. Rager pointed out, "The use of the labor exchanges is of advantage to both the employer and the employee, since a decrease of unemployment means to lower the contributions of both of those parties."

In conclusion Dr. Rager emphasized the attitude of the European worker to wards these plans of insurance, stating that they consider the possibility for social insurance to be much better than what was purchased in the meantime. A couple of the bars bought some for themselves last year, and are still using them to hobble over three miles of rocky moor. Don't worry, fellow, they're going to do the same thing this winter."

New Shoes Needed.

If Lawrence college expects to have its 1932 football team run down at Bozeman, it is going to have to be more shoes purchased in the meantime. A couple of the bars bought some for themselves last year, and are still using them to hobble over three miles of rocky moor. Don't worry, fellow, they're going to do the same thing this winter."

"\"They\" will do the same thing this winter."

Voigt's Hustler

Specials

35c Palomine Shaving Cream
35c Coconut Oil Shampoo
$1.00 Boricine Mouth Wash
$1.00 Mello Glo Powder
35c Gem Blades
35c Ag for Vart
15c Throat Spray
15c Klenex
15c Woodbury's Face Powder
$0.50 Lucky Tiger

"Frightened Father: \"Don't talk, son, or you'll get into the same trouble as you did yesterday.\"

"Sensible Son: \"And what did you do in the way of punishment?\"

"Heck, your mother is the same in the game that she was when she was young."
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307-009 West College Ave.

FRIDAY—Jack Cameron and his Orchestra

SUNDAY—Reincl's Canadians
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